We focus on JET plasmas in which ELMs are triggered by pellets in the presence of ELMs which occur naturally. We perform direct time domain analysis of signals from fast radial field coils and toroidal full flux azimuthal loops. These toroidally integrating signals provide simultaneous high time resolution measurements of global plasma dynamics and its coupling to the control system. We examine the time dynamics of these signals in plasmas where pellet injection is used to trigger ELMs in the presence of naturally occurring ELMs. Pellets whose size and speed are intended to provide maximum local perturbation for ELM triggering are launched at pre-programmed times, without correlation to the occurrence times of intrinsic ELMs. Pellet rates were sufficiently low to prevent sustained changes of the underlying plasma conditions and natural ELM behaviour. We find a global signature of the build-up to natural ELMs in the temporal analytic phase of both the full flux loops and fast radial field coil signals. Before a natural ELM, the signal phases align to the same value on a ∼2-5 ms timescale. This global build up to a natural ELM occurs whilst the amplitude of the full flux loop and fast radial field coil signals are at their background value: it precedes the response seen in these signals to the onset of ELMing. In contrast these signals do not clearly phase align before the ELM for ELMs which are the first to occur following pellet injection. This provides a direct test that can distinguish when an ELM is triggered by a pellet as opposed to occurring naturally. It further supports the idea [1] [2] [3] [4] of a global build up phase that precedes natural ELMs; pellets can trigger ELMs even when the signal phase is at a value when a natural ELM is unlikely to occur.
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Introduction
Intense, short duration relaxation events known as edge localized modes (ELMs) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] generally accompany enhanced confinement (H-mode) regimes in tokamak plasmas. Mitigation of large amplitude ELMs is essential for ITER because each ELM releases particles and energy which load the plasma facing components; scaled up to ITER [10] , the largest such loads would be unacceptable. ELMs also play a role in removing impurities from the plasma, which should also be achieved in a controllable manner. The peeling-ballooning MHD instability at the plasma edge is believed to underlie the onset of an ELM burst [11] [12] [13] [14] once local conditions for instability are reached. The sequence of events that leads to this remains an open question.
Empirically, longer waiting times between one ELM and the next broadly correlate with larger ELM amplitudes, so that proposals for mitigation include externally triggering many, smaller ELMs [15] [16] [17] [18] . One method is to modify the conditions at the edge by injecting frozen deuterium pellets which quickly ionise [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , see also the topical review [25] . Pellet ELM pacing relies on the triggering of an ELM by the strong local perturbation created by the ablated particles deposited in the plasma edge. Whilst previously found to be very effective in a Carbon wall environment, recently it has been found that the triggering efficiency is greatly diminished when changing to an all-metal-wall in JET and ASDEX Upgrade. In particular, lag-times have been observed between pellet injection and subsequent ELM where pellets failed to trigger. Successful triggering conditions depend on some combination of critical plasma and pellet parameters. Investigations of the underlying physics of the process by which pellets can trigger ELMs require the capability to discriminate between successful and unsuccessful attempts to trigger an ELM with an injected pellet. Pellet injection is applied to plasmas where there are frequently occurring natural ELMs and pellets can fail to trigger ELMs. A pellet is injected and then an ELM occurs shortly after but there is a likelihood that this ELM would have occurred even if the pellet had not been injected. An ELM is only known with high confidence to be triggered by a pellet if the pellet is injected when the time that has elapsed since the preceding ELM is much shorter than the typical inter-ELM time for the naturally occurring ELMs, and this may not be realized exper imentally [35] .
Quantitative characterization of the time domain dynamics of ELMing processes is relatively novel [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Recently [1] [2] [3] [4] we found that for naturally occurring ELMs, the phase of the signals from a system scale diagnostic, the toroidally integrating full flux loops in the divertor region of JET, contains statistically significant information on the ELM occurrence times. The signal phases align to the same value on a ∼ 2-5 ms timescale before each natural ELM occurs. This offers a potential direct diagnostic to distinguish pellet triggered ELMs from those that occur naturally.
Here we focus on a JET plasma experiment in which ELMs are triggered by pellets in the presence of ELMs which occur naturally. We use a simultaneous high time resolution Be II signal to determine the ELM occurrence times. We perform direct time domain analysis of data from two sets of azimuthal coils for which there are high time resolution signals. The first set comprises full flux loops in the divertor region in JET, VLD2 and VLD3, their currents are proportional to the voltage induced by changes in poloidal magnetic flux. The second set is the current in the fast radial field coils (IFRFA), which are actively used for vertical stabilization of the plasma by the control system [33] . Taken together, these capture aspects of both the perturbation from the control system and the active global plasma response. We investigate the time dynamics of the signal temporal analytic phases, and directly test whether these signal phases contain information on the build-up to an ELM. We find that these signals do not clearly phase align before the pellet-triggered ELMs in these signals, whereas they do align for the natural ELMs within the same plasmas. This provides a direct test that can be used to distinguish when an ELM is triggered by a pellet, as opposed to occurring naturally. This result further supports the idea of a global build up phase to naturally occuring ELMs: pellets can trigger ELMs even when the signal phase is at a value when a natural ELM is unlikely to occur.
Since the fast radial magnetic field coils are part of the control system that actively maintains the plasma, our results also support the wider conjecture [1] [2] [3] [4] that naturally occurring ELMs are precipitated by coherent global plasma dynamics emerging from nonlinear feedback between plasma and control system. Low amplitude background fluctuations in the active control system field coil current and passive full flux loops could become phase synchronized [38] [39] [40] , through their individual interactions without the need of coupling between them.
Details of the experiment and analysed signals
We focus on one of a series of JET plasmas in which injected pellets were used to precipitate ELMs and where the occurrence frequency of naturally occurring ELMs exceeded that of pellet injection. In JET plasma 86908 the plasma parameters are I
MW and we analyse ELMs over the interval 9.0-20.7 s.
We analyse two sets of high (100 microsecond) time domain resolution toroidally integrating signals: (i) the current in the fast radial field coils (IFRFA), which are actively used for vertical stabilization by the control system; and (ii) voltages across passive full flux loops (VLD2 and VLD3). The VLD2 and VLD3 signals are the inductive voltage in the full flux loops which circle the JET tokamak toroidally at a location just below and outside the divertor coils, see figure 2 of [32] and also the JET cross section in [3] . They are directly proportional to the current in the full flux loops and hence the divertor rate of change of enclosed flux over the entire torus. These flux loops are passive, in that they input to the control system only. We present analysis of the VLD2 signal, and we repeated the analysis for the VLD3 signal and obtained the same results. The IFRFA signal is the current in the vertical control coils [33] which circle the JET tokamak toroidally and are located at approximately 2/3 of the height of the vessel.
The IFRFA flux loop is active, in that it both inputs and outputs to the active control system of the plasma.
In plasma 86908 the smallest fuelling size D pellets (cylindrical, diameter 4.0 mm, length 3.2 mm, containing nominally 2.4 10 21 × D atoms) were injected at about 150 m s −1 from the torus outboard side at an average rate of 5 Hz. Details of the set-up are in [34] . The pellet injection times are identified by the strong D a radiation emitted during pellet ablation, lasting for typically 1 ms and recorded by wide angle diodes or fast framing cameras. For all the pellets in plasma 86908, using the Be II peak to define the ELM occurrence time as above, an ELM is found to occur about 1 ms after the pellet burnout time. We will see that this is approximately the rise time of the VLD and IFRFA signals at the onset of the triggered ELM. Pellet injection impacts the ELM cycle, within 1 ∼ ms all pellet particles are deposited in a narrow region close to the plasma edge. This modifies the plasma profiles and transiently alters the power flux into the edge region and can thus prompt the occurrence of the next ELM. To ensure that the pellet is entering a non-perturbed plasma the pellet injection rate is set here to be sufficiently low that the perturbation introduced by a pellet has already decayed when the next pellet arrives [35] .
We determine the ELM occurrence times t k by identifying the peak of the Be II signal within each ELM using the method in [1] . This method does not distinguish ELMs that occur naturally from those that are triggered by pellet injection. We identify pellet triggered ELMs by searching for the first ELM identified by this algorithm that occurs following a pellet.
Sample timeseries of these (standardised amplitude) signals from plasma 86908 are shown in figure 1, over time intervals extending over pairs of successive natural ELMs. The times t t , k k 1 + determined by this method are marked with vertical lines on the figure. There is a large bipolar response to each ELM in these signals which then decays away, however the signals continue to oscillate at a lower amplitude throughout the time interval between one ELM and the next. The passive full flux loop signal does not simply track the active fast radial field coil signal. This difference reflects the plasma response; if the plasma is absent, as shown in figure 2 , the passive full flux loops do respond almost instantaneously to changes in the active fast radial field coil current. We will now directly obtain the instantaneous temporal analytic amplitude and phase of these signals in order to test for information in these oscillations.
Full flux loop instantaneous temporal analytic phase and build-up to an ELM
A time series S(t) has a corresponding analytic signal defined [36, 37, 39] see also [38, 40] . This defines an instantaneous temporal analytic amplitude
where the instantaneous frequency is t ( ) ω for the real signal S(t). We compute the analytic signal by Hilbert transform over each waiting time t k ∆ between each pair of ELMs. The procedure is summarized in the schematic shown in figure 3 , which shows the domain over which the Hilbert transform is calculated relative to a pair of ELMs occurring at t k and t k+1 . We will obtain the temporal analytic amplitude and phase for the full flux loop signals for a sequence of times dt preceding the second ELM of each pair, that is, at times t dt k 1 − + . Here, the transform window extends beyond the time of the ELM. We have verified [3] that the phase alignment identified here in the global build up to an ELM can still be identified even if a window is chosen that does not extend to the time of the ELM. Importantly, the phase difference of all the ELMs is defined relative to a single value, the phase 0 φ at which the first ELM (k = 1) in the entire sequence occurs.
During chosen plasma H-mode flat top phases there are a few hundred ELMs. Figures 4 and 5 flat top in plasma 86908. Alternating panels plot instantaneous ampl itude and phase versus time. Here, all phases are measured from a single reference, the instantaneous phase of the signal at the time of the first ELM in the H-mode flat top. The phase at the occurrence time of each ELM is plotted at time zero and black traces plot the time evolving phases up to the occurrence time of the next ELM. The green circles plot the phase at time dt before the next ELM occurs, looking earlier in time (more negative dt moving down the plots). We then immediately see that the instantaneous phases are not random, they are phase-bunched. As we move back in time, the phases remain bunched and track back to progressively more negative values. The active fast radial field coil current that directly tracks the coupled control system and the plasma response thus contains within its instantaneous phase the signal of the build up to an ELM. The fact that the passive flux loop also detects such a signal, but does not simply track the signal of the active field coils, suggests that there is a nonlinearly coupled, synchronous dynamics between control system and plasma, as conjectured in [3] and not simply a 'triggering' of ELMs by the control system. Previously [1] we found evidence of two types of ELMs, prompt ELMs which directly correlate with the VLD2 and 3 response to the preceding ELM, and non-prompt ELMs which occur later, once this response has died away. Both these populations can also be seen in figure 4 , the prompt ELMs forming a separate population within t − t 0 < 0.01 s and the phase quadrant 2 / π φ π + < < + . We determine the ELM occurrence times from the Be II emission peak. The start of an ELM can also be seen in the response of the IFRFA and VLD signals. To distinguish the IFRFA and VLD sharp rise in response to an ELM from the build-up phase before an ELM, we examine the instantaneous amplitude at, and before, the ELM occurrence time.
The rise time of the VLD2 and IFRFA response to the ELM is fast enough that it is possible that these signals are already responding to the ELM by the time the Be II reaches its peak. In figures 4 and 5 we can see that at = dt 0, t t ELM2 = (the Be II peak time) the instantaneous amplitude is for some ELMs comparable to the response to the previous ELM. At dt 1 = − ms before the ELM, the signal amplitudes are for most ELMs closer to the unperturbed level and at −2 ms the amplitudes are generally at the unperturbed level. This confirms that the response to the ELM in the VLD2 and IFRFA occurs within 1-2 ms just before the ELM time as determined by the peak in the Be II. Before this time, the IFRFA and VLD2 phases are bunched, suggesting that there is an indication of the build-up to an ELM in these global, toroidally integrating signals. We repeated this analysis for the VLD3 signal and obtained the same results.
In figure 6 we have selected, and plotted as a separate population, the first ELM that occurs following the injection time of a pellet which is identified by the strong D a radiation emitted during pellet ablation. Again, in this figure the x-coordinate is time from the preceding ELM. The ELMs − (x-axis). We plot R for the original timeseries (blue line) and two randomised surrogates: (i) the ELM waiting times have been shuffled (green line); (ii) the VLD2 timeseries has been shuffled (yellow shading is the R value and red shading R 2 × ). The fraction of the total set of ELMs in the analysis is plotted with a black line. The corresponding p-value is indicated by the green filled shading, the p = 0.05 level is indicated by the horizontal dashed black line. that closely follow pellets (blue) occur up to 0.02 s after the preceding ELM but more than half of the naturally occurring ELMs also occur within 0.02 s of the preceding ELM. A pellet is injected and then an ELM occurs shortly afterwards but there is a likelihood that this ELM would have occurred even if the pellet had not been injected. Naturally occurring ELMs have distinct behaviour from those that follow pellet injection. Whilst the both the prompt and non-prompt natural ELMs show the phase alignment discussed above, the pellet triggered ELMs do not: they simply occur within 1 ms of the pellet injection time, regardless of the value of the instantaneous phase of the VLD2 signal. This can be seen in the phase histograms on the right hand side of the figure and implies that the pellet triggered ELMs are empirically distinguishable, by this method, from the naturally occurring ELMs. In this plasma the number of ELMs following pellets (35) is much smaller than the total number of ELMs (570), on the figure these histograms are on different scales. Let us now quantify the statistical significance of the alignment that we have identified.
Circular statistics and the Rayleigh test
We use the Rayleigh test (see e.g. [41] and references therein) to quantify the extent to which the temporal analytic phase differences are aligned, and the statistical significance of any such alignment. Using the procedure described above, we determine the temporal analytic phase differences k φ ∆ for the k = 1...N ELM pairs in a given plasma. If each temporal phase is represented by a unit vector r x y , cos , sin
∆ then a measure of their alignment is given by the magnitude of the vector sum, normalized to N. This is most easily realized if we use unit magnitude complex variables to represent (1) and if R = 1 the temporal phases are completely aligned.
We now check that the above results are significant compared to a random process. First, we construct surrogate timeseries that randomise one property of the timeseries whilst retaining all others. The Rayleigh statistics of these surrogate timeseries are then plotted alongside those of the original timeseries. This analysis of the surrogate timeseries quantifies the likelihood of alternative hypotheses, where phase alignment has occurred by chance. Coincidental phase alignment could arise for example in a finite data-set where both the sequence of ELM arrival times, and the full flux loop signals contain time structure that includes periodicity. This consideration is relevant to the present study, since ELM waiting times have a mean period and the full flux loop signals exhibit intervals of oscillatory behaviour.
Two surrogate timeseries are constructed here: (i) we randomly permute the time sequence of ELM waiting times and (ii) we randomly permute the time order of values in the VLD2,3 and IFRFA signals. For the first of these surrogates, for each ELM waiting time t j ∆ we generate a surrogate ELM waiting time t s ∆ by selecting at random from the observed time sequence of ELM waiting times t t t t ,
,... ..
The surrogate set of ELM arrival times that this generates is t t t s j s 1 = +∆ − . The Rayleigh statistics for the original and surrogate timeseries are plotted in figures 7-9 separately for ELMs that occur following pellet injection and all other, naturally occurring ELMs. An estimate of the p < 0.05 value under the null hypothesis that the vectors are uniformly distributed around the circle ( [41] , see also [3] ) is also plotted. A value of R = 1 indicates that all phases are exactly aligned, and our random surrogate shows that for the naturally occurring ELMs R 0.1 ∼ -0.2 (VLD2,3) and R 0.1 ∼ -0.3 (IFRFA) could arise by chance, it is the value obtained by shuffling the ELM occurrence times or the flux loop signals. It follows that that the rise in R-value above 0.3 at − < < dt 4 ms 0 for the real data in figures 7-9 is statistically significant. Whereas the natural ELMs can be seen to progressively align as the ELM occurrence time t d 0 = is approached, the pellet triggered ELMs show no statistically significant alignment, they have highly variable values of R and these are comparable to what could occur by chance. For the VLD2 and 3 signals, p 0.05 ∼ indicating that the null hypothesis of a uniform distribution of phases around the circle cannot be rejected. This is not the case for the IFRFA signal, which is far less sinusoidal in character and hence systematically dwells for longer periods at one or two phase values. However the R value for the IFRFA is comparable to that found for the surrogate timeseries where the signal is shuffled and hence does not indicate statistically significant alignment.
The size of the available pellet precipitated ELM sample (35) is unavoidably significantly smaller than that of the naturally occurring ELMs (570). The above analysis quantifies statistically significant alignment, or lack thereof, within each sample. One can also compare directly between samples if we fix the sample size to be the same. This is shown in figure 10 where we repeat the above analysis for 35 randomly selected natural ELMs in the plasma, and compare it with the full set of pellet triggered ELMs. We can see that, even in this small sample of naturally occurring ELMs, there is statistically significant phase alignment from about 1.5 ms before the ELM and this is not seen in the same number of pellet triggered ELMs.
We have found that the details of where short-lived fluctuations in R and p-value occur are not robust, they vary with the dataset and with the detailed parameters of how the Hilbert transform is computed. However the overall trends are robust, in particular, alignment of the temporal analytic phases around a single value for dt less than or of order 5 ms for the naturally occurring ELMs.
Conclusions
We analysed the signature of the global build-up to ELMs in JET plasmas where ELMs are triggered by pellet injection in the presence of ELMs that are naturally occurring; the natural ELM frequency exceeds that of the injected pellets. We have established a signature of the build-up to naturally ocurring ELMs in the temporal analytic phase of high time resolution signals: (i) full flux loops in the divertor region, and (ii) fast radial field coils that are part of the control system that actively stabilizes the plasma. These are toroidally integrating and hence capture global plasma dynamics. Before a natural ELM, the signal phases align to the same value on a ∼2-5 ms timescale. We establish that this global build up to a natural ELM occurs whilst the amplitude of the signals is at its background value; it precedes the response to the onset of ELMing. We perform the same analysis on ELMs which occur following pellet injection and find that these signals do not clearly phase align before the ELM. This result provides a direct test that can be used to distinguish when an ELM is triggered by a pellet as opposed to occurring naturally. It further supports the idea of a global build up phase to natural ELMs. In contrast, pellets can trigger ELMs even when the signal phase is at a value when a natural ELM is unlikely to occur.
Temporal signal phase is always defined relative to some reference value. Here, we have used a single reference phase value for all the ELMs, which is the phase at the time of the first ELM in the entire sequence. In [1, 3] , we defined the phase relative to that at the occurrence time of the preceding ELM. Moving from one ELM to the next, the VLD2,3 and IFRFA signal phases are found to lose alignment following the ELM, and then to re-align to the same reference value during the build up to the next ELM. The exceptions to this are the subset of natural ELMs which are prompt [1] ; these occur within the VLD2,3 response to the previous ELM and are paced by it. The build up to a non-prompt natural ELM has been identified here in a manner that is independent of the occurrence time (or instantaneous phase) of the preceding ELM. Phase alignment occurs whilst the amplitude (of the IFRFA, VLD2,3) is small and at a signal phase and time that does not depend on that of the preceding ELM. In particular, the IFRFA is both input and output between plasma and control system. This supports a scenario [2, 3] in which phase synchronization through nonlinear feedback between plasma and control system leads to each non-prompt ELM. This scenario is distinct from an amplitude driven resonance phenomenon in which large amplitude coherent global plasma oscillations pace the ELM occurrence times. In plasmas where conditions are particularly steady and quiescent, the VLD2,3 and IFRFA signal phases may have the same linear dependence on time throughout the H-mode flat top; one could then discern pattern (time-resonances) in the distribution of ELM waiting times, as seen in [30] .
